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English Abstrat

The surfae of Mars is overed by numerous valley networks thought to have

been formed by �owing water around 3.9 billion years ago. In this thesis it is

studied whether Mars ould have had an atmosphere dense enough to sustain

liquid water on the surfae. This is done by developing a one dimensional

radiative-onvetive (RC) model for the atmosphere on Mars in order to

understand the onditions under whih there ould have been liquid water

on the surfae of early Mars.

An analysis of the absorption oe�ient, κ, is presented. It is shown that

by inluding an approximation of the absorption oe�ient with a orrelated

κ-distribution the omputation time of the model an be redued signi�antly

ompared to line-by-line alulations.

Unfortunately, the attempt to make suh a model was unsuessful, so the

projet was abandoned in favour of a di�erent approah. Fous was therefore

hanged to onentrate on what results others have ahieved.

Several models, with inreasing omplexity, were studied. From a simple

model based on pure RC balane to a more advaned RC model whih in-

ludes louds with IR sattering. The results of these models indiate that

early Mars with a surfae pressure of 2 bar would have had a surfae temper-

ature around 245 K. Radiative equilibrium alone would therefore not have

been able to sustain an ative water yle.
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Dansk resumé

Over�aden på Mars er dækket af en masse dale, som menes at være blevet

skabt af �ydende vand for mere end 3,9 milliader år siden. I dette speiale

har jeg undersøgt, om atmosfæren på Mars har været sådan, at �ydende vand

har kunne opretholdes gennem længere tid. Det har jeg gjort ved at udvikle

en konvektiv-strålingsbalane model med formålet at undersøge strukturen af

Mars' atmosfære og under hvilke betingelser, over�aden har kunne opretholde

en temperatur over frysepunktet og dermed givet muligheden for �ydende

vand.

Jeg præsenterer en analyse af absorptionskoe�ienten, κ. Det vises, at

beregningstiden for modellen kan redueres væsentligt ved at bruge korreleret

κ-distribution til at beregne absorptionskoe�ienten med sammenlignet med

direkte linje-for-linje integration.

Det var desværre ikke muligt at konstruere en model, som var stabil nok

til at give brugbare resultater. Jeg blev derfor nødsaget til at opgive at bruge

modellen samt dens resultat, og i stedet fokusere på hvilke resultater andre

med ligende modeller har opnået.

Modellerne, som er blevet undersøgt, har alle det tilfælles, at de byg-

ger på en konvektiv-strålingsbalane model. De spænder fra en simpel og

ren konvektiv-strålingsbalane model til at inkludere en skymodel som tager

højde for spredning af infrarød stråling. Resultaterne fra modellerne viser, at

Mars med et over�adetryk på 2 atmosfærer ville kunne opretholde en over-

�adetemperatur omkring −30 ◦C. Strålingsbalane alene ville derfor ikke

kunne resultere i �ydende vand på over�aden.
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CHAPTER 1

Introdution

Present day Mars is a old and desolate world. The global average surfae

temperature of Mars is about 212 K, where the arbon dioxide dominant

atmosphere is ontributing with 5 K [Pierrehumbert, 2010℄. However, during

the day the surfae temperature an near equator rise to 300 K. The atmo-

sphere on Mars is very thin, about 0.6% of the atmosphere on Earth. This

is approximately the same pressure as the triple point of water (6.11 hPa)

whih prevents any liquid water from existing for longer periods of time.

Liquid water will be unstable on the Martian surfae, although water ie is

abundant at the poles and in the subsurfae.

Nevertheless, di�erent limati onditions in the past must have allowed

the presene of liquid water. This is shown most famously by the numerous

valley networks thought to be formed by past rivers [Colaprete and Toon,

2003; Pierrehumbert, 2010℄ and even possible oean shorelines point to an

anient Mars with an ative water yle [Fairén, 2010℄. These traes of an

ative water yle are usually found in areas on the surfae whih an be

dated, based on rater ounting, bak to the Noahian epoh 3.7 � 4.1 bil-

lions years ago [Fairén, 2010℄. Based on the erosion of raters, it is believed

that the atmosphere on early Mars was muh denser prior to the formation

1



2 Introdution

of the Argyre basin 3.9 billion years ago [Pollak et al., 1987℄. It is one of

the main goals of the thesis to investigate whether it was possible for a dense

arbon dioxide atmosphere to raise the surfae temperature above 273 K. A

senario known as �warm and wet Mars�.

With this as a main motivation the aim of this thesis is to develop a one

dimensional radiative-onvetive limate model for the atmosphere of Mars.

With the purpose of determining whether it was possible to have a surfae

temperature about the freezing point of water, and in addition an ative

water yle, aused solely by greenhouse gases suh as arbon dioxide.

The thesis overs a desription of some of the physis of radiation, and

the theory behind radiative and planetary balane (Chapter 2). Chapter 3

features the theory of radiative transfer through a medium, and the e�et

aused by absorption and emission on the radiation while it travels through

a medium, e.g., an atmosphere.

Muh of the work onentrated in Chapter 4 is about understanding how

a greenhouse gas works, and how the broadening of a spetral line is assoi-

ated to Lorentz and Doppler broadening. And �nally the Voight pro�le, the

onvolution of the two, is overed, sine both e�et are present in a dense

atmosphere. Furthermore, a setion overing the determination of the ab-

sorption oe�ient, κ, is treated in this hapter. Two ways of alulating the

absorption oe�ient are presented: First a very preise and omputational

heavy line-by-line integration (LBL), and seond a muh heaper and faster

approximation of the LBL the orrelated κ-distribution (CKD).

Chapter 5 onsists of a brief desription of the model setup and some

suggestions as to where it an be improved. However, in the development of

the model some unresolved hallenges ourred whih unfortunately led to

the projet being abandoned.

In Chapter 6 I therefore diret my fous to the development of simi-

lar radiative-onvetive models made by others, and the results they have

ahieved. It will primarily fous on the warm and wet Mars, with a brief
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desription of the old and wet Mars, i.e., where liquid water was present

although the temperature was below 273 K.
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CHAPTER 2

Radiation Balane

In this hapter is presented an introdution to some of the more fundamental

physi behind radiation balane of a planet. The �rst part of this hapter

ontains a desription of blakbody radiation and fat that any body will emit

and absorbe radiation aording to its temperature. The seond part will be

a disussion of the radiation balane of a planet and how an atmosphere it

will a�et the surfae temperature.

2.1 Blakbody Radiation

Any substane that is in internal thermodynami equilibrium will emit ele-

tromagneti radiation as a blakbody, given the fat that eletromagneti

energy is quantized. The energy of eah quantum or photon depends on the

frequeny ∆E = hν, where h is Plank's onstant. Max Plank was in the

year 1900 able to, by using that photons obey Bose-Einstein statistis, derive

the radiane of a blakbody, also known as Plank's law [Plank and Masius,

1914; Goody and Yung, 1989℄. Plank's law states that the radiane or �ux

5



6 Radiation Balane

spetrum is given by:

B(ν, T ) =
2hν3

c2
1

exp
(

hν
kBT

)

− 1
, (2.1)

where T is the absolute temperature, kB is Boltzmann's onstant and c is

the speed of light in vauum. [Pierrehumbert, 2010℄

Alternatively Plank's law an be expressed in terms of the wavelength,

λ, by using the relationship between frequeny and wavelength ν = c
λ
and

that [Goody and Yung, 1989℄

B(λ, T ) | dλ| = B(ν, T ) | dν| (2.2)

whih when applied to Equation (2.1) yields

B(λ, T ) =
2hc3

λ5

1

exp
(

hc
λkBT

)

− 1
. (2.3)

A third way of expressing Plank's law is in terms of the wavenumber ν̃,

whih is the number of waves per unitlength ν̃ = ν
c
. Hene Plank's law is

given by

B(ν̃, T ) = 2hcν̃3 1

exp
(

hν̃c
kBT

)

− 1
. (2.4)

Sine the most ommon use of spetral units in spetrosopy is wavenumber,

it will be the primary unit of hoie throughout the rest of this thesis unless

otherwise stated, likewise the symbol will be ν insted of ν̃ . The spetral

dependeny will often be denoted by a subsript, i.e., Bν(T ) means B(ν, T ).

Figure 2.1 shows three Plank urves for the e�etive temperature of

the Sun, the Earth, and the osmi mirowave bakground radiation with

the temperatures 5800 K, 250 K, and 2.7 K, respetively. The Universe

radiates as a blakbody resulting from the Big Bang. The osmi mirowave

bakground radiation was measured by the COBE satellite mission and is,

with a temperature of 2.714± 0.022 K, the most perfet Plank distribution

that has ever been reorded [Fixsen et al., 1994℄. The solar and terrestrial
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Plank distributions are almost ompletely separated. Only a minor region

around 5 µm (2000 cm−1) overlaps. A blakbody of 5800 K emits only about

0.5% of its energy at wavelengths longer than 5 µm, while a blakbody of

250 K emits only 0.3% of its energy at wavelength shorter than 5 µm. It

is therefore a fair assumption to treat solar and terrestrial radiation as two

independent spetral regions.
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Figure 2.1: Normalized Plank radiation for the temperatures 2.7 K (blue), 250

K (green), and 5800 K (red). These temperatures orresponds to the e�tive

temperature for the Sun, the Earth, and the osmi mirowave bakgrund radia-

tion [Fixsen et al., 1994℄.

2.1.1 Stefan-Boltzmann's Law

Sine blakbody radiation is independent of diretion (i.e., it is isotropi) the

monoromati irradiane or �ux an be obtained by integrating the Plank

distribution over the entire hemispherial solid angle dΩ = sin(θ) dθ dϕ. Here

θ and ϕ are the azimutal and horizontal angel, respetively.

Fν(T ) =

∫

Ω

Bν(T ) cos(θ) dΩ = Bν(T )

∫ 2π

0

∫ π
2

0

cos(θ) sin(θ) dθ dϕ = πBν(T ).

(2.5)
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The total �ux emitted by a blakbody an then be obtained by integrating

over the entire eletromagneti spetrum

F (T ) =

∫ ∞

0

πBν(T ) dν =

∫ ∞

0

2πhν3

c2 exp
(

hν
kBT

)

− 1
dν =

2π5k4
B

15c2h3
T 4 = σT 4.

(2.6)

This is known as Stefan-Boltzmann's law and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann

onstant with the value 5.67 ·10−8 W/m2/K4
. Equation (2.6) states that the

total energy emitted by a blakbody is proportional to the fourth power of

its absolute temperature [Liou, 2002℄.

2.1.2 Emission and Extintion, Kirhho�'s Law

A medium in thermodynami equilibrium must, in order to maintain its

equilibrium, absorb the exat same amount of energy as it is emitting. The

emissivity, ε, of an objet with temperature, T , is de�ned as the ratio of

emitting intensity to the emitting energy of a blakbody, εν = Fν

Bν(T )
. The

same holds for the absorptivity or extintion oe�ient, Aν [Liou, 2002℄.

Hene one has

εν = Aν . (2.7)

For a blakbody the emission and absorption is at maximum and therefore

εν = Aν = 1. This relationship was disovered in 1860 by Gustav Kirhho�

and has been named Kirhho�'s Law of Radiation.

In a gas the interation between a photon and a moleule's eletron an

ause a transition to a higher energy state. Sine the exited state has a

limited lifetime, the photon will be reemitted. If the reemitted photon has

the same wavenumber (frequeny) as the absorbed one, the proess is alled

oherent sattering. Sometimes the moleule returns to the ground state

through several intermediate levels. This will result in eah emitted pho-

ton having a wavenumber, whih is di�erent from the absorbed photon's

wavenumber. The proess is the same as oherent sattering, and the total
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energy from the absorption and emission is onserved, but beause the transi-

tion being done over multiple steps the proess is alled inoherent sattering.

[Goody and Yung, 1989℄

It frequently happens that ollisions between moleules our and non-

radiating transitions an take plae. The energy is transferred to other forms

of internal energy, suh as translational, vibrational, rotational, et. When-

ever a transformation of one type of energy to another type of energy (kineti)

ours it is alled absorption, while the reversed proess is alled thermal

emission. [Goody and Yung, 1989℄

Both sattering and thermal emission are proesses that often our si-

multaneously and independently of one another. The extintion oe�ient

an therefore be written as a sum of the absorption oe�ient, κν , and the

sattering oe�ient, χν [Goody and Yung, 1989℄:

Aν = κν + χν . (2.8)

2.2 Planetary Balane

In order for a planet to maintain a onstant surfae temperature a balane

between the inoming radiation and the emitted radiation must on average

be maintained. The Sun is, with an average distane of 149.6 · 109 m, the

only energy soure near enough to ontribute to the heating of the Earth.

The reason for this is, as will be elaborate upon below, that the energy �ux

dereases with distane as F ∝ r−2
from the soure.

Light leaving the Sun, and most other stars, has an eletromagneti spe-

trum that takes the form of a blakbody with a temperature orresponding

to the temperature of its photosphere. The total energy �ux leaving the Sun

is 4πr2⊙σT
4
⊙, where r⊙ is the radius of the Sun with a photosphere temper-

ature T⊙ = 5778 K [NASA Goddard Spae Flight Center (2012), b℄. At a

distane r from the star the energy has spread evenly over a sphere with a

surfae area of 4πr2 and the energy �ux is

r2⊙
r2

σT 4
⊙. This orresponds to the

�ux seen by a planet at some distane r and is de�ned as the solar onstant,
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Planet Distane from Sun

a,b S⊙ [Wm−2] α Te [K] Tobs [K]

Venus 0.723 2620 0.75c 232 737b

Earth 1 1369 0.3c 255 288b

Titan 9.543 15 0.21c 85 95c

Table 2.1: Solar onstant, albedo, and e�etive and observed surfae temper-

ature for the terrestrial planets Venus and Earth, and Saturn's moon Titan.

a
: [Pater and Lissauer, 2001℄,

b
: [NASA Goddard Spae Flight Center (2012), a℄,

c
:

[Pierrehumbert, 2010℄

denoted by S⊙. At the distane of Earth the solar onstant takes the value

1369 Wm−2
.

The total energy reeived by a planet is given by the solar onstant multi-

plied by the ross-setional area of the planet, πr2S⊙. Sine some of the solar

radiation is re�eted diretly bak into spae, the rate of energy absorped is

(1− α)πr2S⊙, where α is the planetary albedo. A planet emits energy from

the entire surfae with a rate of 4πr2σT 2
, where T is the surfae temperature.

In order for a planet to be in radiative equilibrium, the following equation

must be satis�ed:

1

4
S⊙(1− α) = σT 4

e , (2.9)

where Te is the e�etive emission temperature of the planet. The fator 1/4 is

from the ratio of the planet's ross-setional area to its surfae area. It re�ets

that the solar radiation only interepts a disk, but radiates bak to spae from

the entire sphere. The energy emitted by the planet (RHS of the equation) is,

due to a temperature that normally lies within the infrared spetrum, referred

to as longwave or terrestrial radiation. The e�etive emission temperature

Te an readily be found from Equation (2.9) to be:

Te =
4

√

S⊙(1− α)

4σ
. (2.10)

Tabel 2.1 shows the solar onstant and the alulated e�etive surfae tem-

peratures based on Equation (2.9) and (2.10) for the planets Venus, Earth,

and Saturn's moon Titan.
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The three elestial objet all have an atmosphere dense enough to main-

tain a relatively uniform surfae temperature, and by omparing the observed

temperature and the e�etive surfae temperature one sees that there is a dif-

ferene between the two. Venus is overed by a highly re�etive atmosphere

whih raises the albedo to 0.75, hene the isothermal blakbody temperature

is 232 K. This is far less than the observed surfae temperature of 737 K.

It is apparent that the thik and dense Venusian atmosphere is ontribut-

ing to a warming of the planet's surfae. This warming results from the

atmosphere is reabsorbing some of the emitted radiation, thereby limiting

the emission of terrestrial radiation to spae. [Pierrehumbert, 2010℄ This is

an e�et Equation (2.9) does not take into aount. The same an be seen

on Earth, however, the warming e�et is signi�antly less than that observed

for Venus. For Earth the di�erene is 33 K ompared to the 505 K on Venus.

Nevertheless, this warming is a very important fator for the Earth, given

that it on average brings the temperature above the freezing point of water,

allowing the existene of liquid water on most of the surfae. Titan is subjet

to a moderate surfae warming, raising the temperature from 85 K to 95 K

[Pierrehumbert, 2010℄.

So why this di�erene in temperature? An atmosphere that onsists of

O2 or N2 is as good as transparent in the infrared region, i.e. it does not

absorb infrared radiation (IR). And if the ground is strongly oupled to the

atmosphere by turbulent heat exhange, the surfae temperature, Ts, will be

the same as the air temperature just above and have an outgoing longwave

radiation (OLR) equal to σT 4
s . By adding enough IR absorbing gas, suh

that the onentration q (mass ratio) is su�iently high, it is possible to

turn the atmosphere into an ideal blakbody. A gas that is transparent in

the inoming shortwave radiation, but interats strongly with the outgoing

emission radiation is alled a greenhouse gas. The orresponding temperature

e�et is alled the greenhouse e�et. Examples of suh gases are: CO2, water

vapour, and CH4. The amount of gas needed to make a olumn of atmosphere

with a unit area at like a blakbody is known as the absorption oe�ient, κ.
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The mass pr unit area of a greenhouse gas in a olumn of thikness ∆p, is from

hydrostati balane given by q∆p/g. Whih with the de�nition of κ implies

that a slab starts to at like a blakbody when κq∆p/g > 1 [Pierrehumbert,

2010℄. In the ase where κq∆ps/g < 1 the mass of the entire atmosphere

is not enough to make it at like a blakbody and the atmosphere is said

to be optially thin, i.e., the IR radiation an esape to spae and is only

attenuated slightly by the atmosphere. For the ase where κq∆ps/g ≫ 1 the

atmosphere is said to be optially thik.

When the atmosphere is optially thik it an be subdivided into a �nite

number of layers with thikness ∆p1 suh that eah layer has κq∆p1/g = 1.

Eah layer will emit radiation as a blakbody with a temperature almost

equal to the mean temperature of the layer. However, sine the layers are

ating like ideal blakbodies they will, aording to Kihho�'s law, be perfet

absorbers as well. The result is that only radiation emitted from the topmost

layer will esape to spae (i.e. where the atmosphere beomes transparent and

photons an esape without being absorbed). The OLR is thus determined

by the temperature in the topmost layer alone, and is independent of the

lower atmospheri layers. The pressure at the bottom of this topmost slab

an then be identi�ed by prad, and it is where infrared radiation will esape

to spae. Thus, the OLR is given by σT [(prad)]
4
[Pierrehumbert, 2010℄.

From basi meteorology it is known that the temperature dereases with

altitude and follows an adiabati urve [Holton, 2004℄. Thus the OLR is

always less than σT 4
s as long as prad < ps. Form satellite and telesopi

observations a planet's atual OLR emitted an be determined and by solving

the equality OLR = σT 4
rad, the equivalent blakbody temperature Trad an

be found. Furthermore, for an atmosphere whose temperature pro�le follows

a dry adiabat, the surfae temperature is given by

Ts = Trad

(

ps
prad

)R/cp

, (2.11)

where R is the spei� gas onstant and cp is the spei� heat apaity at on-

stant pressure. By mixing more gas into the atmosphere the optial thikness
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Figure 2.2: Sketh illustrating how the greenhouse e�et inreases the surfae tem-

perature. In equilibrium, the outgoing radiation must remain equal to the absorbed

solar radiatio, so T
rad

stays instant.

will inrease, hene the ORL will emit for an even higher altitude and from

Equation (2.11) this results in an inrease of the surfae temperture. The is

known as the greenhouse e�et and is illustrated on Figure 2.2. Combining

Equation (2.10) and (2.11) one an now alulate that the Earth's OLR orig-

inates from a height of prad ≈ 660 hPa. In reality, however, the Earth's radi-

ation pressure is lower due to the temperature dereasing slower with height

than the dry adiabat. For Venus, whose atmosphere onsists primarily of ar-

bon dioxide and has a surfae pressure of 92 atm [Pater and Lissauer, 2001℄,

the radiation pressure is prad ≈ 550 hPa, whih is only slightly lower than

Earth's. By ontrast, the Venusian radiation originates from a tiny shell at

the top of the atmosphere, where on Earth it omes almost from the surfae.

Titan's atmosphere onsists mainly of nitrogen and some methane. Although

it was previously mentioned that nitrogen is inert in the infrared spetrum,

ollisions between nitrogen moleules ombined with low temperatures an
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Figure 2.3: Theoretial Plank radiane urves for a number of the Earth's at-

mospheri temperatures as a funtion of wavenumber and wavelength. Also shown

is a thermal infrared emission spetrum observed from the Nimbus 4 satellite based

on an infrared interferometer spetrometer. [Liou, 2002℄

ause nitrogen to absorb. This e�et will, nonetheless, be ompletely negligi-

ble one the temperature inreases to those seen for the planets in the inner

solar system (Collision-indued absorption, as it is alled, will not be overed

further in this thesis) [Niemann et al., 2005; MKay et al., 1989℄. Therefore

the IR absorption on Titan makes it radiate at prad ≈ 1030 hPa.

In the disussion above the absorption oe�ient was taken to be on-

stant, but in reality κ depends very muh on both temperature, pressure,

and frequeny. In fat, an atmosphere is emitting from many heights de-

pending on the optial thikness at eah wavelength. This is illustrated in

Figure 2.3, where the Nimbus 4 satellite has reorded the thermal infrared

emission spetrum for the Earth overlayed with a set of theoretial Plank

urves. The envelope of the emission spetrum is lose to the spetrum that

a blakbody of 290 K will emit. At some bands it an be seen that the

emission temperature drops. This is aused by moleular absorption in that
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partiular frequeny band whih makes the atmosphere more optially thik

at these frequenies. It immediately follows that the emitted radiation is

emitted higher in the atmosphere, where it is older. As a few examples

an be mentioned that the band around 15 µm is aused by arbon dioxide,

whereas ozone is ausing the drop around 9.6 µm. Finally is the drop in

radiation above 8 µm is assoiated with water vapour.

The absorption oe�ient dependene on temperature, pressure, and fre-

queny is disussed further in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 3

Radiative Transfer

This hapter presents a desription of how radiation travels through an at-

mosphere, and how this will in�uene the radiation. The �rst setion will be

onentrated on deriving the equation of transfer in its general form. Next

the following setions will treat the solar and terrestrial radiation through an

atmosphere. The primary referenes for this hapter are Goody and Yung

[1989℄ and Liou [2002℄, and unless otherwise stated the presented information

an be found in these.

3.1 Fundamentals

Eletromagneti radiation traversing a medium will from the absorption by

the medium derease in intensity. The intensity of the radiation Iν will, after

it has travelled a distane, ds, through the medium, beome Iν + dIν , thus

dIν = −AνρIν ds = −(κν + χν)ρIν ds, (3.1)

where ρ is the density of the medium, and Aν is the mass extintion oe�ient

de�ned in Equation (2.8) at wavenumber ν. The extintion oe�ient is,

as disussed in setion 2.1.2, the sum of the absorption oe�ient and the

17
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sattering oe�ient. For onveniene the absorption oe�ient and the

sattering oe�ient are merged together and denoted simply by κν , whih

gives:

dIabsν = −κνρIν ds. (3.2)

The intensity is not only weakened by the material in the medium. It may

also be strengthened by emission from the material itself and by sattering

from all other diretions into the parel. The soure funtion oe�ient is

de�ned as jν suh that the inrease in intensity is given by

dIemission
ν = jνρ ds. (3.3)

The soure funtion oe�ient has the same physial meaning as the mass

extintion oe�ient. Therefore, a hange in the intensity through the mate-

rial is then aused by either emission and/or extintion, and an be written

as a sum of ontributions from Equations (3.2) and (3.3) whih yields,

dIν = −κνρIν ds + jνρ ds. (3.4)

Rearranging Equation (3.4) gives

dIν
κνρ ds

= −Iν + Jν , (3.5)

where the soure funtion Jν has been de�ned as Jν ≡ jν/κν . This is the

general equation of transfer, whih is independent of any oordinate system,

and will form the basis for the following disussion.

3.1.1 Beer's law

Suppose the temperature in a non-sattering medium, e.g. the atmosphere,

is so low that the intensity at the wavenumber under onsideration is small

enough to be negleted. This results in Jν = 0 and the equation of transfer

is redued to

dIν
κνρ ds

= −Iν . (3.6)
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This an easily be the ase if the frequeny is that of visible light

1

and

the temperature is for an Earth-like atmosphere. By solving this �rst-order

di�erential equation and letting the inident intensity at s = 0 be Iν(0). The

intensity at some distane, s, an be obtained by integrating Equation (3.6)

whih yields,

Iν(s1) = Iν(0) exp

(

−
∫ s1

0

κνρ ds

)

. (3.7)

For a homogeneous medium the absorption oe�ient is independet of the

distanes s, and a path length an therefore be de�ned as

u =

∫ s1

0

ρ ds. (3.8)

The path length is the mass of the traversed material per square meter

(kg/m

2
). Thus Equation (3.7) an be expressed as

Iν(s1) = Iν(0) exp (−κνu) . (3.9)

This is known as Beer's law whih states that radiant intensity travers-

ing a homogeneous medium will derease exponentially as a funtion of

the path length. Even though this was derived for a non-sattering ase,

Pierrehumbert [2010℄ has shown that a form of Beer's law still applies even

when sattering is taken into aount.

It is sometimes bene�ial to talk about the monohromati transmissivity

Tν , whih is de�ned as the ratio of the emerging intensity at distane s and

the inident intensity, i.e.

Tν =
Iν(s1)

Iν(0)
= exp (−κνu) . (3.10)

And the monohromati absorptivity as the frational part of the inident

intensity that is absorbed in the medium, is given by

Aν = 1− Tν = 1− exp (−κνu) . (3.11)

1

Under normal irumstanes visible light will be sattered by Rayleigh sattering, this

will be negleted here.
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3.1.2 Shwarzshild's Equation

In a non-homogeneous medium both the absorption oe�ient and the den-

sity depend on distane. In fat, as will be disussed further in Chapter 4, the

absorption oe�ient depends on both pressure, temperature, and frequeny

suh that it an be written as κ(ν, p, T ). Therefore, instead of using path

length, the monohromati optial thikness of a medium in a layer between

s and s1, is de�ned in the following way

τν(s1, s) =

∫ s1

s

κνρ ds′ (3.12)

and in di�erential form

dτν(s1, s) = −κνρ ds. (3.13)

Reall the equation of transfer and substitute for the optial thikness

dIν(s)

dτ(s1, s)
= −Iν(s) + Jν(s) (3.14)

The solution to this di�erntial equation for Iν is

Iν(s1) = Iν(0)e
−τν(s1,0) +

∫ s1

0

Jν(s)e
−τν(s1,s) dτν(s1, s). (3.15)

where the �rst term on the RHS is the solution of the homogeneous equation

(Jν = 0), whih basily is the result from Beer's law, while the last term

solves the inhomogeneous equation, whih is easily seen by inspetion.

In the ase of transfer of thermal infrared radiation emitted from the

Earth and its atmosphere, the soure funtion an be desribed by the Plank

funtion and is given as Jν = Bν(T ). By substituting the soure funtion in

Equation (3.14) it yields,

dIν(s)

dτ(s1, s)
= −Iν(s) +Bν [T (s)]. (3.16)

This was �rst presented by Karl Shwarzshild in 1914 in his disussion on

the absorption and emission lines in the spetra of the Sun and stars. Hene
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Figure 3.1: Geometry for plane-parallel atmosphere, where θ denotes the zenith

angel and s is the position vetor.

it is referred to as Shwarzshild's equation [Pierrehumbert, 2010℄. And has

the same solution as Equation (3.14);

Iν(s1) = Iν(0)e
−τν(s1,0) +

∫ s1

0

Bν [T (s)] e
−τν(s1,s) dτν(s1, s). (3.17)

Shwarzshild's equation and its solution will form the basis for the following

disussion sine it is widely used in atmospheri problems.

3.1.3 Plane-Parallel Approximation

The atmosphere of a planet is usually so thin ompared to the radius of the

planet, that the atmosphere loally an be onsidered as plane-parallel. This

ensures that the variation of the parameters (i.e. absorption, density, tem-

perature, et.) only happens in the vertial diretion. Instead of desribing

distane along the ray-trajetory it is more onvenient to use the vertial

oordinate along the strati�ation. (see Figure 3.1). Using altitude as the
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height oordinate (z) and using ds = dz
cos θ

the equation of transfer (3.5) takes

the form

cos (θ)
dIν(z; θ)

κνρ dz
= −Iν(z; θ) + Jν(z; θ), (3.18)

where θ is the zenith angel of the position vetor s. In some appliations it

might be an advantage to use pressure as the vertial oordinate. This an

be ahieved by a oordinate transformation using the hydrostati equation

∂p

∂z
= −ρg. (3.19)

Introduing the optial depth

τν =

∫ ∞

z

κνρ dz′, (3.20)

the equation of transfer yields

µ
dIν(τ ; ν)

dτ
= Iν(τ ;µ)− Jν(τ ;µ), (3.21)

where µ = cos(θ). This is the basi equation of the problem of multiple

sattering in plane-parallel atmospheres.

Equation (3.21) an be solved in the same way as done previously. How-

ever, by splitting the solution into an upward (µ > 0) and a downward

(µ < 0) stream we have two unoupled di�erential equations. Setting the

boundary onditions suh that τ = 0 and τ = τ∗ for the top of atmosphere

(TOA) and the surfae, respetively, we end up with the following solutions:

For the upward intensity

Iν(τ, µ) = Iν(τ∗, µ)e
−(τ∗−τ)/µ +

∫ τ∗

τ

J(τ ′, µ)e−(τ ′−τ)/µ dτ ′

µ
, (3.22)

where Iν(τ∗, µ) is the radiation oming from the surfae. And the downward

intensity thus beomes

Iν(τ,−µ) = Iν(0,−µ)e−τ/µ +

∫ τ

0

J(τ ′,−µ)e−(τ−τ ′)/µ dτ ′

µ
, (3.23)

where µ has been substituted with −µ and Iν(0,−µ) is the inward soure

intensity at the TOA.
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The upward radianes at some given optial depth and angle onsist of the

amount of surfae emissions transmitted through the medium and a ontri-

bution from the sum of emission from eah level weighted by the absorptivity

of eah layer in between. In the downward ase the inident soure is the

ontribution of radiation from spae, e.g. the inoming solar radiation.

3.2 Solar Radiation

Until now the equation of transfer has only been addressed in general terms.

However, as noted in setion 2.1 is it possible to split the eletromagneti

spetrum into two subsetions and treat them independently.

In a non-sattering atmosphere the only ontribution in the high energy

spetrum (ν > 2500 cm−1
) will ome from the Sun. The temperatures of

the surfae and atmosphere are so low that the emitted radiation at these

frequenies is negligible. The seond term in the equation of transfer an

therefore be omitted. The inident �ux (intensity summed over all angels)

at the top of the atmosphere is hene solely given by the solar onstant S⊙

whih is travelling at an angle µ0 = cos θ0. The subsript 0 is indiating that

solar radiation is reeived at a onstant angle. The downward solar �ux at a

given optial depth, τ , is then [Fu and Liou, 1992℄

F ↓
ν (τ) = µ0S⊙(ν) exp

(−τν
µ0

)

. (3.24)

The diret �ux reahing the surfae is just the solar �ux attenuated by the

atmosphere. In ase of the Earth's atmosphere water vapour is by far the

biggest ontributor to absorption of solar radiation in the troposphere region.

Carbon dioxide absorbs some radiation in the near-infrared region. This is

illustrated for the spetral region 2000�10, 000 cm−1
in Figure 3.2 with a CO2

onentration of 400 ppm. One sees that there are two bands with absorp-

tion, whih orrespond to the �rst and seond exited states (see Chapter 4

for more disussion about energy states). Using Equation (3.10) to alulate

the transmissivity one sees that CO2 only absorbs about 2% of the total
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Figure 3.2: A setion of solar radiation reahing the surfae of a neutral isotherm

atmosphere with a CO2 onentration of 400 ppm and a surfaes pressure of

1000 hPa smoothed over 20 m

−1
. The blue line is the �ux reahing the surfae

and the red is the amount radiating bak into spae.

solar radiation reahing the surfae. For a planet like Mars, with an atmo-

sphere onsisting of almost pure CO2 and surfae pressure of p ≈ 5.45 hPa

[Magalhses et al., 1999℄, the alulated transmissivity reahing the surfae is

still 89%.

Some of the radiation that reahs the surfae is absorbed by the ground,

while the rest is re�eted bak up through the atmosphere and out into

spae. This is done with almost no absorption, only a fration of 0.2% is

further absorbed on the way up. The amount re�eted is known as the

surfae albedo and, for the planets Earth and Mars it is around 25-30%

[NASA Goddard Spae Flight Center (2012), a℄, whih means that rest is

absorbed into the surfae ontributing to heating it. This will eventually

be emitted as thermal radiation.
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3.3 Thermal Radiation

In the region governed by longwave radiation, the radiation traversing the

atmosphere is exposed to both absorption and thermal emission from the gas.

Reall the equation of transfer for the plane-parallel approximation (3.21),

µ
dIν(τ, µ)

dτ
= Iν(τ, µ)−Bν(τ), (3.25)

where the soure funtion has been substituted with the Plank intensity

Jν(τ) = Bν(τ). In order to solve this equation for both the up- and down-

stream omponent for an atmosphere with optial depth τ∗, two boundary

onditions are required. The surfae of a planet an generally be onsid-

ered as a blakbody in the IR part, hene Iν(τ∗, µ) = Bν(T (τ∗)). At the

TOA there must be allowed for the possibility of a downstream emission and

therefore Iν(0,−µ) = Bν(0). It is, nonetheless, ustomary to set Bν(0) = 0,

sine the longwave radiation omming from spae, mainly osmi mirowave

radiation, is so low it an be ignored. The solution to Equation (3.25) yields,

I↑ν (τ) = Bν(τ∗)e
−(τν−τ)/µ +

∫ τ∗

τ

Bν (τ
′) e−(τ ′−τ)/µ dτ ′

µ
. (3.26)

I↓ν (τ) =

∫ τ

0

Bν(τ
′)e−(τ−τ ′)/µ dτ ′

µ
(3.27)

where the zenith angel dependeny has been omitted for simpliity and is

instead indiated by arrows, where ↑ is used for µ > 0 and vie versa. By in-

troduing the transmission funtion Tν the expontial attenuation is expressed

by

Tν(τ/µ) = e−τ/µ
(3.28)

with its di�erential form

dTν(τ/µ)

dτ
= µ−1e−τ/µ. (3.29)

Substituting for the transmission funtion the intensities are written as fol-

low,

I↑ν (τ) = Bν(τ∗)Tν [(τ∗ − τ)/µ]−
∫ τ∗

τ

Bν (τ
′)Tν [(τ

′ − τ)/µ] dτ ′ (3.30)
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I↓ν (τ) =

∫ τ

0

Bν(τ
′)

d

dτ ′
Tν [(τ − τ ′)/µ] dτ ′. (3.31)

The atmospheri heat rate (i.e., the hange in temperature pr unit time)

an then be determined based on the upward and downward �uxes, whih are

given by the sum of the diretional intensities from the upper and lower hemi-

spheres, respetively. From the plane-parallel approxmation the monohro-

mati �ux is given by

F ↑↓
ν (τ) = 2π

∫ 1

0

I↑↓ν (τ,±µ)µ dµ, (3.32)

where the last µ = cos θ is due to projetion onto the vertial. Inserting

Equation (3.30) and (3.31) into (3.32) the �uxes yields

F ↑
ν (τ) = πBν(τ∗)T

f
ν (τ∗ − τ)−

∫ τ∗

τ

πBν (τ
′)

d

dτ ′
T
f
ν (τ

′ − τ) dτ ′ (3.33)

F ↓
ν (τ) =

∫ τ

0

πBν(τ
′)

d

dτ ′
T
f
ν (τ − τ ′) dτ ′ (3.34)

where the angular integration has been substituted with the physial param-

eter alled di�use spetral-mean transmittane de�ned as

T
f
ν (τ) = 2

∫ 1

0

Tν(τ/µ)µ dµ. (3.35)

The di�use spetral-mean transmittane does not have an analyti solution,

hene a numerial approximation is needed. Usually it is arried out either by

the di�usivity fator approximation of 〈µ〉 = 1

1.66
[Ramanathan and Coakley Jr.,

1978℄ or by approximating it by a number of Gaussian quadrature points

[Lais and Oinas, 1991℄.

It an be seen that the upward �ux at a given level is omposed by two

soures: The surfae emission that is attenuated to that level, and emission

ontributions from eah atmospheri layer given by the Plank funtion mul-

tiplied by the weighting funtion,

dTf
ν

dτ
. In the same way, the downward �ux

is given by the ontribution from the atmospheri layers above.

The total �ux is then the onbribution from all wavenumbers and is found

by integrating of the monohromati �ux with respet to wavenumber.

F ↑↓ =

∫ ∞

0

F ↑↓
ν dν. (3.36)
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And the net radiative heat rates for eah layer an then be evaluated as

dT

dt
=

1

ρcp

∆Fν(z)

∆z
=

g

cp

∆Fν(p)

∆p
(3.37)

where cp is the spei� heat apaity at onstant pressure.
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CHAPTER 4

Spetral Lines and Absorption

In this hapter a desription of absorption oe�ient whih is one of the main

omponent in alulating radiative transfer. Setion 4.1 is a brief introdution

to the formation and distribution of a spetral lines. Setion 4.2 overs the

desription of the broadening mehanism of spetral line due to phenomena

suh as Lorentz broadening and Doppler broadening. Finally setion 4.3 will

address the absorption by atmospheri gases and how to alulate those. Two

methods will be overed in this thesis. A line-by-line formulation and the

orrelated κ-distribution.

4.1 Formation of Spetral Lines

By taking a brief look on a setion of the absorption spetrum for arbon

dioxide (Figure 4.1) it is evident that the spetrum varies several orders of

magnitude over a range of only a few tenth of a m

−1
. In addition, it onsist

of many peaks at a disrete set of frequenies. These are known as spetral

lines.

So why does these spetral lines peaks at disrete frequenies? An atom

that is making a transition from one energy state, u to a lower state, l will

29
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Figure 4.1: The absorption spetrum for

12C16O2 around the vibrational frequeny

667 cm−1
aused by bending. The noise is from the natural abundane of

13C of

1%.

emit a photon with energy orresponding to the di�erene between the two

energy states

Eu −El = hν, (4.1)

with u and l being the upper and lower energy state, respetively, and hν

is the quantum of energy arried away by the emitted photon. The low-

est state is alled the ground state of the atom, while upper higher energy

states are alled exited states. As a onsequene of quantum mehanis the

angular momentum an only take a disrete set of values, and as a result,

only disrete energy states are allowed. This means that only photons with

exatly the energy needed to indue a transition from one state to another

will be absorbed by the atom. For a moleule that has N possible states,

there are N(N − 1)/2 possible transitions eah de�ned by its own energy

level [Pierrehumbert, 2010℄. Eah of these quantized energy steps lead to one
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of the harateristi peak frequenies as seen in the absorption spetrum on

Figure 4.1 [Liou, 2002℄.

The proess of an eletron absorbing a photon and jumping to an exited

level is known as an eletroni transition with assoiated exitation energy.

The energy an be stored internally in a moleule in various ways. Beside

exitation energy it an either be stored as translational, vibrational, or

rotational energy. From the �rst law of thermodynami we have:

Ephoton = hν = ∆Etrans +∆Erot +∆Evib +∆Eexcitation. (4.2)

Any partile that is moving around in spae is assoiated with a kineti

energy, and is known as translational energy. From the equipartition theorem

the translational kineti energy of a single moleule is on average equal to

kBT/2, where kB is Boltzmann onstant and T is the temperature [Liou,

2002℄.

Transistion between di�erent energy states of a moleules eletron on-

�guration leads to spetral lines being grouped together, in bands in the

ultraviolet, visible, and near-infrared spetrum (104 − 105 cm−1
). Vibration

will lead to bands in the near- to far-infrared (102 − 104 cm−1
) and rota-

tion bands spans the region from far-infrared to mirowave (1 − 10 cm−1
).

Changes of the exitation will never our alone but are oupled with both

vibration and rotational hanges. In the same way a vibrational hange will

be aompanied by a rotational hange. The latter gives rise to a group of

lines alled the vibrational-rotational band whih overs the region in the

intermediate infrared spetrum [Goody and Yung, 1989; Liou, 2002℄.

An illustation of the vibrational-rotational band is pitured in Figure 4.1.

The lines are aused by the absorption of energies at exatly these disrete

values. In the �gure the vibrational-rotational band for CO2 is plotted,

the vibrations frequeny is seen as the large peak at 667 cm−1
. The lines

around the peak are from the aompanied rotational modes. In Figure A.1

in Appendix A the absorption spetrum for CO2 is shown for the region 0�

2500 cm−1
. From this the pure rotational band around 5 cm−1

an readily be
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seen as an the three vibrational bands entered at 667, 1333, and 2349 cm−1
.

The vibrational modes are due to deformation of moleule, asymmetri, and

symmetri vibrations, respetively. The struture around the vibrational

bands an be assoiated with rotational states. In Figure A.2, the same

pattern is seen for ozone. However, as a moleule's omplexity inrease so

does the omplexity of the absorption spetrum due to the inrease of possible

vibrational and rotational states.

4.2 Spetral Line Broadening

If a moleule in an exited state is left alone, it will at some point deay

spontaneously to a lower energy state by emitting a photon. An exited

stated has a �nite natural lifetime before it deays, and due to the unertainty

priniple, the emitted photons will onsist of narrow range of energies. And

by extension narrow bands of frequenies, whih will onstrut a spetral line

of �nite width. This kind of absorption line, that only depends on its natural

lifetime of the energy state, is named natural broadening.

However, the e�ets of natural broadening an be negleted, as will be

desussed in the following setion, beause the line widths are small om-

pared with the line widths that arises due to atmospheri proesses. In the

atmosphere the broadening of spetral lines are aused mainly by one of

two proesses. Either by Doppler broadening whih is a result of moleules

moving with veloities given by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, or by

ollisions between moleules (pressure broadening, ollision broadening, or

Lorentz broadening). [Goody and Yung, 1989℄

Doppler broadening is the dominating proess in the upper atmosphere,

where the pressure is low, while the ollision broadening dominates in lower

part beause of the pressure dependene. In between a mixture of the Doppler

and the pressure broadening, known as the Voigt pro�le, determines the line

shape. For Earth's atmosphere the mixing of the two broading mehanisms

is approximately equal around an altitude of 30 km. [Armstrong, 1967; Liou,
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2002℄

In the following setions Doppler and pressure broadening are treated as

if they were ompletely independent of eah other, even though, as desribed

by Goody and Yung [1989℄ they are not. Nevertheless, it is a fairly good

approximation, and they will therefore be treated as if they were independent.

The spetral line pro�les are desribed in terms of a normalized line shape

fator, f(ν − ν0), de�ned by

κν = Sf(ν − ν0), (4.3)

with κν as the absorption oe�ient and

S =

∫

κν dν (4.4)

is the line strength, where ν0 denotes the wavenumber of an ideal monohro-

mati line.

The intensity of the line depends on the temperature, suh that it in-

reases with higher temperatures. From quantum theory and statistial ther-

modynamis the line strength is given by:

S(T ) = S0

(

T0

T

)m
Qω(T0)

Qω(T )
×





1− exp
(

− hν0
kBT

)

1− exp
(

− hν0
kBT0

)





×









exp

(−E ′′

kBT

)

exp

(−E ′′

kBT0

)









, (4.5)

where S0 is the line intensity at referene temperature T0 = 296 K, m is the

exponent for the temperature dependene of the rotational partition fun-

tion. The values of m is for linear moleules like CO2 and O2 taken to be 1,

and 1.5 for non-linear moleules suh as H2O. Qω is the vibrational partition

funtion, and E ′′
is the lower state energy. [Kratz, 1995; Fu and Liou, 1992℄
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4.2.1 Pressure Broadening

If a moleule is left alone in an exiited state it will at some �nite natural

lifetime spontaneously deay to a lower energy state. The broadening made

by the deay is alled the natural line shape and an be obtained from a

solution to the Shrödinger's equation

f(ν − ν0) =
α

π
(

(ν − ν0)
2 + α2

) , (4.6)

where α is the natural line width. The unertainty priniple tells us that an

emitted photon will onsist of a narrow range of frequenies or a spetral line

of �nite width. From this the natural line width an be dedued,

∆Eτ ≥ h

2π
⇔ α ≥ 1

2πτ
, (4.7)

where τ is the average lifetime of the exited state. For spontaneous deay

τ , an be found by taking the inverse of the Einstein oe�ient, whih de-

sribes the probability pr. unit time that an eletron will spontaneous deay.

However, in an atmosphere the lifetime is often too long, hene the natu-

ral linewidth will be too narrow to be of any importane. [Goody and Yung,

1989℄. As an example the average lifetime for indivudial exited spetral lines

of CO2-moleule ranging from 10−1 s to 10+9 s, whih again gives a natural

line width on the order of 10−11 cm−1
to 10−21 cm−1

. This is ompletely

negligible ompared with ollision broadening.

The probability that a transition form one energy level to another will

our follows a Poisson distribution sattered around the average life time

p(t) =
1

τ
exp (−t/τ) (4.8)

A kineti ollision between moleules follows the same distribution as the

spontaneous deay. The ollisions only ause a fored transition but otherwise

leaves the moleule unhanged. Therefore the line shape is the same as the

natural line shape, but with the di�erene that τ is the mean time between

ollisions. Sine the mean time between ollisions is proportional to the
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number density of moleules, whih again is proportional to the pressure,

the half width an be expresses as

αL = α0

(

p

p0

)(

T0

T

)n

(4.9)

where αL is the Lorentz line width, α0 is the width at referenes pressure, p0,

and temperature, T0. n is the temperature dependene exponent [Liou, 2002℄.

The referene onditions are here given with respet to the HITRAN

2

mole-

ular spetrosopi database [Rothman et al., 2005, 2009℄ as p0 = 1013.25 hPa

and T0 = 296 K.

For a typial atmospheri gas at standard pressure and temperature the

time between ollisions is of the order 10−10 s. Whih gives a Lorentz half

width of 0.05 cm−1
. On Figure 4.2 a set of Lorentz pro�les are pitured with

a referene line width of 0.05 m

−1
, at pressures of 1p0, 0.5p0, and 0.25p0. It

is apparent that when pressure is redued so is the Lorentz half width. The

pressure has to be redued to 10−10p0 before the width beomes as narrow

as the natural line width.

4.2.2 Doppler Broadening

In the ase there are no moleular ollisions present, the spetral line will

have a �nite width due to the random thermal motion of the moleule. This

auses a Doppler shift of the spetral line. If the moleule's relative veloity

between the absorber and observer is v ≪ c, the Doppler shift is

ν = ν0(1± v/c), (4.10)

where c is the speed of light. For a moleule in thermodynami equilibrium

the probability of that veloity is given by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribu-

tion

p(v) =

(

m

2πkBT

)
1

2

exp

(

− mv2

2kBT

)

. (4.11)

where m is the mass of the moleule.

2

HIgh resolution TRANsmission.
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Figure 4.2: Lorentz pro�le for three di�erent pressures. The blue line represents

p = 1 atm and αL = 0.05 cm−1
, the red line has p = 0.5 atm and αL = 0.025 cm−1

,

and the green line represents p = 0.25 atm and αL = 0.0125 cm−1
.

In order to obtain the Doppler pro�le Equations (4.10) and (4.11) are

ombined and the pro�le is found to be

fD(ν − ν0) =
1

αD

(

ln 2

π

)
1

2

exp

[

− ln 2

(

ν − ν0
αD

)2
]

, (4.12)

width αD as the Doppler width. In terms of the half width at the half-

maximum the width is, as given by Shreier [2011℄,

αD = ν0

√

2 ln 2kBT

mc2
. (4.13)

Note that the Doppler width is independent of moleular properties other

than mass. The width is proportional to the wavenumber, so the importane

of the Doppler width inreases with frequeny.

In Figure 4.3 a graphial representation of the shape of the Doppler pro-

�le (4.12) together with the Lorentz pro�le (4.6) is shown. The Doppler

pro�le is strong at the line enter, but falls o� rather fast with distane from
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Figure 4.3: A ompression of the Lorentz and Doppler shape pro�le. The line

width is the same for both pro�les, α = 1 cm−1
.

the line enter due to its exponential dependeny, e−x2

, while the Lorentz pro-

�le falls o� more slowly as x−1
. At 10 half widths from the enter the Lorentz

broadening line has been redued to less than

1
100

of its peak value, whereas

the Doppler pro�le is redued to only 10−43
of its peak. [Pierrehumbert, 2010℄

This indiates that if a line is fully absorbed at the enter, any additional

absorption will happen at the wings and will be aused by ollision e�ets

rather than Doppler e�ets. [Liou, 2002℄

4.2.3 Voigt Pro�le

In the region where the line shapes are dominated by both pro�les, the pres-

sure broadened lines must be shifted by the Doppler shift at wavenumbers

ν ′ − ν. This redistributes the Lorentz line at wavenumber ν ′
to ν. A on-

volution of the two pro�les is then done in order to aount for all possible

thermal veloities. From Shreier [2011℄ the onvolution gives the following
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line shape,

fv(ν − ν0) =

∫

fL(ν
′ − ν0)fD(ν − ν ′) dν ′

(4.14)

=

(

ln 2

π3

)1/2
αL

αD

∫

1

(ν ′ − ν0)2 + α2
L

exp

(

− ln 2
(ν − ν ′)2

α2
D

)

dν ′,

with the integration taken over the entire eletromagneti spetrum. fv(ν − ν0)

is known as the Voigt pro�le.

By introduing the following substitution into Equation (4.14) the Voigt

pro�le an be simpli�ed in the following way. Let

t =
√
ln 2

ν − ν ′

αD
, y =

√
ln 2

αL

αD
, and x =

√
ln 2

ν − ν0
αD

.

The Voigt pro�le an then be redued to

fv(ν − ν0) =

√

ln 2

π
α−1
D K(x, y), (4.15)

where the Voigt funtion is de�ned as

K(x, y) =
y

π

∫

1

y2 + (x− t)2
e−t2 dt. (4.16)

The dimensionless parameters x and y introdued above are measures

for the distane from the peak enter ν0 and the ratio of the Lorentz to the

Doppler width, respetively. [Shreier, 2011℄

On Figure 4.4(a-) a omparison of the three pro�les is made for three

di�erent values of y, 20.8, 0.73, and 2 · 10−4
, respetively. In the ase where

the pressure is high (y ≫ 1) the Doppler pro�le is narrow ompared with the

Lorentz pro�le, and ats almost like a δ-funtion in the onvolution. This

results in that the Lorentz and Voigt pro�les beomes similar, whih is shown

in Figure 4.4(a).

For situations where the pressure is low (y ≪ 1) is a bit more ompliated.

The Lorentz pro�le will approah a δ-funtion near the line enter, and the

Voigt pro�le will take the shape of the Doppler pro�le (Figure 4.4()). The

reason for this is, at very low pressure the distane between the moleules

is so large that ollisions pratially never take plae. Therefore the only
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Figure 4.4: The Lorentz, Doppler, and Voigt pro�les for 3 di�erent ratios of the

Lorentz to the Doppler width, y =
√
ln 2 αL

αD

broadening mehanism is indued by the thermal motion of the moleules.

However, as disussed in setion 4.2.2 the Doppler pro�le will fall o� faster

than the Lorentz pro�le and as an be seen on Figure 4.4(d), the Voigt pro�le

is a hybrid line with a Doppler enter with Lorentz at the wings.

4.3 Absorption by Atmospheri Gasses

When it omes to absorption by atoms or moleules there are many absorp-

tion lines, eah orresponding to a line produed by a transition the atom

or moleule an take. Eah moleules has absorption bands based on the
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Symbol Unit Desription

ν cm−1
Vauum frequeny

S cm−1

(molecule·cm−2)
Line intensity

A s−1
Einstein A-oe�ient

αair
cm−1

atm
Air-broadened half width at 296 K

αself
cm−1

atm
self-broadened half width at 296 K

E ′′ cm−1
Lower-state energy

nair Temperature dependene exponent for αair

δair
cm−1

atm
Air pressure-indued line shift

Table 4.1: Desription of some of the quantities present in the HITRAN database.

See Rothman et al. [2005℄ for a omplete list of parameters inlude in the HITRAN

database.

omposition of the moleule.

The determination of the absorption oe�ient, κv, is done by ombin-

ing equation 4.3 with one of the shape pro�le disussed in setion 4.2. All

line parameters are either based on alulations from quantum mehanis

or measurements done in a laboratory. Rothman et al. [2009℄ has made an

extensive work by reating the database HITRAN with line parameters for

some of the 42 most ommon atmospheri gasses, inluding H2O, CO2, O3,

N2O, and CH4 and overs the spetral range 0 � 60, 000 cm−1
. Data for more

than 5.7 million lines are present, and CO2 alone is onsists of 315,000 lines

aross 9 di�erent isotopes. In Table 4.1 is presented a list of some of the

parameters that are inluded in HITRAN.

The following sub-setions will deal with how, based on spetral line data,

one an determine the absorption oe�ient, and thus the optial depth and

transmittane. Over time several band model approximations have been

made in order to ope with the huge amount of omputations assoiated

with determining the absorption oe�ient. In this thesis only two meth-
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ods will be disussed; the straight forward Line-by-Line Integration (Se-

tion 4.3.1), and the Correlated k-Distribution (Setion 4.3.2). Among other

band methods are the Elsasser model [Liou, 2002; Goody and Yung, 1989℄ - A

one-parameter approximation based on the assumption that a single line re-

peats itself periodially, and a two-parameter statistial approximation alled

the Malkmus random model [Lais and Oinas, 1991; Goody and Yung, 1989;

Liou, 2002℄.

4.3.1 Line-By-Line Integration

The Line-By-Line alulations is regarded as the most detailed and exat

way of theoretially determining the monohromati absorption oe�ient,

beause it uses the line parameters diretly as input. The absorption oe�-

ient is expressed as

κν(p, T ) =
N
∑

i=1

Si(T )fi,ν(p, T ), (4.17)

where Si is the line strength of the ith line given by Equation (4.5), fi,ν is

the line shape fator, and N is the number of spetral lines. The absorption

oe�ient must be omputed at intervals smaller than the line half-width in

order to resolve individual lines ∆ν. In the troposphere, where broadening

is primarily due to ollisions, H2O lines over the spetral region of 0�15,000

cm−1
and are the main ontributors to absorption in the infrared spetrum.

The half width due to ollisions of water vapour moleules is > 0.01 cm−1
.

To resolve these lines more than 1.5 million points are to be alulated,

and at eah point there are several lines involved. This requires a huge

amount of omputation time to alulate the absorption oe�ient, even

with a superomputer. [Chou and Kouvaris, 1986℄

A way to redue the omputation time is to ut o� the ontribution of

the far wings of the pro�les. The far wings of Lorentz broadening absorption

lines have been, aording to Liou [2002℄ and Chou and Kouvaris [1986℄,

suggested to be sub-Lorentzian in the IR. Two approahes are normally used
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to determine the far wing ontribution. One is to multiply the Lorentz pro�le

by an empirial funtion, whih is 1 at the line enter and dereases to 0 at

some distane form the enter (Figure 4.5(a)). While the other is to use the

Lorentz pro�le up to some distane away from the enter and then ut-o�

at that point. This an either be at a onstant distane away, or by using

a ut-o� distane that vary with the half-width; expressed as the ut-o�

wavenumber νc = βαL, with β as a onstant (Figure 4.5(b)).

−1.5 −1 −0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
ν − ν0

f
(ν

−
ν 0
)

 

 

(a)
Emperical fuct.
Lorantz profile
Lorantz cutoff

−300 −200 −100 0 100 200 300

β = ν
αL

f
(ν

−
ν 0
)

 

 

(b)
Lorantz profile
0.50% cut−off
0.33% cut−off
0.25% cut−off

Figure 4.5: Two di�erent approahers of determine the far wing ontribution. (a)

Cut-o� is determined by an emperial funtion (b) ut-o� based on wavenumber.
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Using a ut-o� that varies with the Lorentz half-width orresponds to ut-

ting o� a �xed fration of line intensity from the wings. Seleting ut-o�s at

β = 127, 190, and 255, orresponds to utting o� 0.50%, 0.33%, and 0.25% of

the wings, respetively. Studies from Chou and Kouvaris [1986℄ have shown

that about 10% of the tropospheri-ooling rate is attributable the portion

of moleular lines with 127 < β < 190. This auses some problems, beause

the line shape it not really well know so far away from the line enter. E�ets

of utting o� even further away (β > 190) are negligible.

Due to the frequeny ohereny of radiative transfer, it is advantageous to

deal with narrow bands in whih variations of the Plank funtion is so small

that it an be onsidered onstant. Under this ondition the spetral-mean

transmittanes may be de�ned as the integral over a given spetral interval

∆ν

Tν̄(u) =
1

∆ν

∫

∆ν

e−τ dν =

∫

∆ν

exp (−κνu)
dν

∆ν
, (4.18)

where τ is the optial depth and u is the path length.

4.3.2 Correlated κ-Distribution

The κ-distribution is a useful way of omputing the transmittane in the in-

frared radiative region as well as the solar region. In fat the κ-distribution

works for the entire eletromagneti spetrum. For a homogeneous atmo-

sphere, where temperature and pressure are onstant, the transmittane in

a spetral interval ∆ν, is independent of the distribution of the absorption

oe�ient with respet to wavenumber. The only thing that is important is

the fration of the interval that is assoiated with a partiular value of κ.

Hene, it is possible to replae the wavenumber integration with an integra-

tion over κ-spae. By introduing the κ-distribution funtion h(κ), whih

is a normalized probability density funtion, suh that h(κ) dκ is the fra-

tion of ∆ν within whih the absorption oe�ient is between κ and κ+ dκ.

This ensures that the spetral-mean transmittane only depends on the κ-

distribution, but is independent of the ordering of the absorption oe�ient,
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with respet to wavenumber. The wavenumber integration in equation 4.18,

may then be replaed by an integration over κ-spae. Let the maximum

and minimum of h(κ) within the interval be κ
max

and κ
min

. And for math-

ematial onveniene these are set to κ
max

→ ∞ and κ
min

→ 0. Now the

spetral-mean transmittane an be written in the following way:

Tν̄ =

∫

∆ν

e−κνu
dν

∆ν
=

∫ κ
max

=∞

κ
min

=0

e−κuh(κ) dκ, (4.19)

where h(κ) is normalized to 1 in the domain (0,∞)

∫ ∞

0

h(κ) dκ = 1.

Equation 4.19 is exat in the ase of a homogeneous atmosphere and de�nes

the κ-distribution approah. Furthermore, it is useful to de�ne the umula-

tive probability funtion in the form

g(κ) =

∫ κ

0

h(κ̃) dκ̃, (4.20)

where g(0) = 0, g(κ → ∞) = 1 and dg(κ) = h(κ) dκ. The Cumulative

probability funtion is by di�nition a monotonially inreasing and smooth

funtion in κ spae. By expressing the spetral-mean transmittene in terms

of the g funtion, equation 4.19 yields

Tν̄ =

∫ ∞

0

e−κuh(κ) dκ =

∫ 1

0

e−κ(g)u dg, (4.21)

where κ(g) is referred to as the equivalent κ funtion, whih is the inverse of

g(κ). Sine g(κ) is a monotonous funtion in κ spae, κ(g) is also a smooth

funtion in g spae.

On Figure 4.6(a) is shown the 15µm band of the CO2 spetrum at a

pressure of 850 hPa and temperature of 250 K. With a spetral resolution

of δ = 0.002 cm−1
and an average half-width of 0.07 cm−1

this is more than

enough to resolve eah individual spetral absorption line. In Figure 4.6(b)

the umulative probalitity funtion of the distribution shown in (a) is shown.

And sine the umulative funtion is a smooth funtion the κ-distribution
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Figure 4.6: (a) Absorption oe�ient κν for the CO2 15 µm band as a funtion

of wavenumber. The spetral resolution is δ = 0.002 cm−1
with p = 850 hPa and

T = 250 K. (b) The umulative probability funtion as a funtion of absorption

oe�ient. () The inverse of the umulative probability funtion, also known as

the κ-distribution.

an be omputed as the inverse whih is shown in ().

The κ-distribution is only valid under the assumption that the absorp-

tion oe�ient is independt of pressure and temperature. However, in reality

the absorption oe�ient varies highly with both pressure and temperature

both in half-width and line strength. To aommodate for the vertial in-

homogeneity of the atmosphere, the optial depth has to be integrated with
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Figure 4.7: (a) Absorption oe�ient κν for the O3 1000 � 1100 cm−1
band as

a funtion of wavenumber with a resolution of 0.002 cm−1
with p = 25 hPa and

T = 220 K. (b) The ulumative probability funtion as a funtion of absorption

oe�ient. () The inverse of the umulative probability funtion, also known as

the κ-distribution.

respet to height. Equation (4.19) is therefore rewritten into

Tν̄ =

∫ 1

0

e−
∫
u
κ(g,p,T )u du dg =

∫ 1

0

exp

(

−
∫

z

κ(g, p, T )ρ dz

)

dg, (4.22)

where ρ is the density of the absorber, and the temperature and pressure

dependene in the absorption oe�ient has been introdued. The deter-

mination of the spetral-mean transmittane is referred to as the orrelated

κ-distribution (CKD).

Sine κ(g) is a smooth funtion, the integral in Equation (4.22) an be
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approximated by a �nit sum of exponetial terms,

Tν̄
∼=

M
∑

i=1

exp

(

−
∫

z

κ(gi, p, T )ρ dz

)

∆gi. (4.23)

The spetral-mean transmittane will approah the exat solution asM → ∞.

Fortunately, Tν̄ onverges to the exat solution quite fast as the number of

terms inreases. From Figure 4.8(a) it is lear that the CKD onsistently

underestimate the transmittanes for any given number of terms, but as M

inresses the error will derease. As a messure of how good an approxima-

tion Equation (4.23) is, the root mean square error (RMSE) is omputed and

represented in Figure 4.8(b). By using only 9 exponential terms, the RMSE,

ompared to the LBL solution, is about 0.03, with 25 terms is is down to

0.012, and for 144 terms the error has been redued to 2.0 · 10−3
. Further-

more, the RMSE is plotted for both arbon dioxide and ozone. There is a

minor shift in the errors between them. The reason for that is the transmit-

tanes is based on the same spetral intervals as used above. CO2 has 1.5

times more points to be evaluated whih tends to slow down the onvergens.

The RMSE is roughly inversely proportional to the number of terms, and

therefore, at about 150 terms, depending on the size of the spetral interval,

the gain in auray in a further inrease is not pro�table ompared to the

extra omputation needed. To illustrate the omputational gain take as an

example the spetral interval used int Figure 4.6(a). In order to alulate

the CO2 LBL spetrum with a resolution of 0.002 cm−1
over this interval of

180 cm−1
yields 90, 000 individual κ-values. By utilizing a g-spae resolution

of 145 intervals, as suggested by Fu and Liou [1992℄, it will gain a fator of

620 in omputational speed. Here the time spend on the LBL alulation is

negleted.

Unfortunately, the CKD will still have to be omputed for eah spe-

tral subrange for every pressure layer in a model. And sine the orrelated

κ-distribution is based on the alulation from the LBL integration, the im-

plementation of it in omputing of radiative transfer will still inlude a huge

amount of data point.
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Figure 4.8: (a) A omparison of the O3 LBL transmittenes as a funtion of path

length with 1, 9, 25, and 100 terms of expontial sum approxmation. (b) The RMSE

of the transmittenes by number of expontial terms with respet to LBL for both

CO2 and O2.

One way to redue the time needed for alulation is to preompute the

CKD for tens of pressures and temperatures and then use these to inter-

polate κ at intermediate levels. The pressure dependene of the absorption

oe�ient appears only through the pressure broadening of the absorption

line, whereas the primary temperature dependene is through the saling of
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the line strength S(T ). Chou and Kouvaris [1986℄ have shown that it is pos-

sible to interpolate the absorption oe�ient based on wavenumber, while

Fu and Liou [1992℄ proved that it also applies to CKD. In the following the

interpolation, and the errors of the two parameters arising from it are dis-

ussed individually.

Pressure Interpolation

The �rst thing one has to take into aount is the extent of where the pressure

broadening is of importane. In the vertial it overs a range of 3 orders of

magnitude. [Chou and Kouvaris, 1986℄ It is therefore neessary to tabulate

pressure levels for the entire atmosphere. The number of levels whih have

to be preomputed depends not only by how muh the absorption oe�ient

varies with pressure, but also how well it an be interpolated. By looking at

the Lorentz broadening pro�le in Equation (4.6) one sees that in the distant

wings, where (ν − ν0)
2 → ∞, κν is proportional to p. While near the line

enter, (ν − ν0)
2 → 0, κν is proportional to 1/p. This means that the largest

interpolation errors will be at the line enter, and a high order interpolation

is needed to ompensate the error. However, sine the absorption oe�ient

quikly beomes saturated even for a small path length, the auray in this

region is not as important as in the far wings. Furthermore, the width of

the line enter is small ompared to the vast regions between lines. These

onsiderations lead to the onlusion that the absorption oe�ient an be

linearly interpolated in pressure, and the number of preomputed levels an

be determine from the magnitude of errors introdued at the line enter. The

interpolation is given by

κ(p) = κ1 + (κ2 − κ1)(p− p1)/(p2 − p1), (4.24)

where κ1 and κ2 are the preomputed absorption oe�ients at pressures p1

and p2, respetively.

This has been done by Chou and Kouvaris [1986℄ whih found that for
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Figure 4.9: Pressure interpolated orrelated κ-distributions (dashed lines) for CO2

in the 600�700 cm−1
spetral region at onstant temperature T = 275 K ompared

against LBL alulations. The solid lines are omputed from LBL integration. The

pressures are p = 816 hPa, 81.6 hPa, and 8.16 hPa for the green, red, and blue

lines, respetively.

pressure levels hosen with ∆(log10 p) = 0.2, the maximum error will be of

∼ 5% midway between the predetermined pressure levels. But it is generally

about 1% or less [Lais and Oinas, 1991℄. Chou and Kouvaris [1986℄ also

show that inreasing the resolution suh that ∆(log10 p) = 0.1 redues the

maximum error to ∼ 1%. Although as low an error as possible is desired, an

error of 5 perent will be quite aeptable. The reason is that the error will

be at the line enter, where absorption is greatest and muh smaller in the

wings, where the absorption oe�ient beomes linear with pressure.

Figure 4.9 shows the κ-distribution interpolated from predetermined pres-

sures layers ∆(log p) = 0.2 apart. The CKD is omputed for the CO2

600 − 700 cm−1
interval and a onstant temperature of 275 K. The inter-

polated pressures are hosen suh that they lie in between the preomputed

pressures, where the errors are largest. For the ase with p = 816 hPa the
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absorption oe�ient was �rst alulated Line-by-Line at p1 = 1000 hPa and

p2 = 631 hPa and then interpolated linearly with Equation (4.24). From the

�gure it is lear that the interpolated CKD is virtually idential with the

LBL alulated. And the same applies for the ases with pressures 81.6 hPa

and 8.16 hPa. The largest errors that are introdued are where the ollisions

are more dominant, i.e., at high pressure, and beomes smaller with higher

altitude. At high altitude CKD beomes almost independent of pressure near

the line enter or linearly dependent in the far wings. Linear interpolation

introdues pratially no errors at those altitudes [Chou and Kouvaris, 1986℄.

Temperature Interpolation

The temperature dependene of the absorption oe�ient omes primarily

from the temperature dependene of the line strength (Equation (4.5)). Es-

peially due to the fator exp
(

−E′′

kBT

)/

exp
(

−E′′

kBT0

)

. And to a lesser extent to

e�ets suh as stimulated emission, the partition funtion for isotopes and

the fator

(

T0

T

)n
in onnetion with pressure broadening.

Chou and Kouvaris [1986℄ showed that the absorption oe�ient is more

dependent on temperature in the regions farther away from the enter than

along the enter line. In those regions log κ is proportional to T−1
. The

logarithm of the absorption oe�ient an be linearly interpolated like it

is done for the pressure dependeny. The error in log κ aused by linear

interpolation is < 0.7% for ∆T = 40 K. However, the near linear behaviour

of the urves in Figure 4.10 gives the impression that log κ an be�tted

even better, and onsequently an even lower error, with a quadrati term in

temperature:

log κν(T ) = aνT
2 + bνT + cν (4.25)

where aν , bν , and cν are oe�ients that are determined by �tting to values

of κν(T ) omputed from LBL at a set of temperatures. Fu and Liou [1992℄

have shown that this is also the ase for CKD.

In Figure 4.11 is plotted three sets of interpolated temperatures for CO2

for the spetral interval 600 � 700 m

−1
at 200 K, 250 K, and 300 K, re-
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Figure 4.10: Integrated line intensity for some CO2 (solid urves) and water

vapour (dashed urves) spetral regions. Curves labelled "A" are the intervals near

the enter of a band, and those labelled "B" are at some distane away for the

enter. For visual larity, urves have been shifted vertially. Units of the lines

intensity are therefore relative. [Chou and Kouvaris, 1986℄

spetively. The oe�ients aν , bν , and cν are based on a �t from 3 of the

omputed LBL values of κν(T ) that is loses to the temperature in question.

The preomputed temperatures are T = 75, 125, 175, 225, and 275 K. The

interpolated line lies more or less evenly distributed around the LBL om-

puted values whih indiate that there is no bias and the error is primarily

aused by the quadrati �ts. It is apparent that errors introdued by the

quadrati �ts are fairly small. With an average RMSE for the three lines of

0.010 m2/kg the errors an easily be negleted.
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Figure 4.11: Temperature interpolated CKD (ross lines) ompared against LBL

(solid lines) for CO2 in the 600 � 700 cm−1
spetral region at a onstant pressure

of 100 hPa. The CKD at 200 K and 300 K has been shifted vertially.
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CHAPTER 5

Model Setup

At the time of early Mars, 3.9 billion years ago, the Sun was not as developed

as today. In fat the solar luminosity was about 75% of its present value

[Kasting, 1991℄. To ompensate for this redution in solar radiation stud-

ies like Pollak et al. [1987℄, Forget and Pierrehumbert [1997℄, and Kasting

[1991℄ have all implied that a surfae pressure of 2�5 bar ought to be enough,

suh that the greenhouse e�et an inrease the temperature to above the

freezing point of water.

I made a one-diomensional radiative-onvetive model, with the purposes

of investigate whether it is possible to sustaine liquid water on the surfae of

a planet like eary Mars with an atmosphere of almost purely CO2. The model

atmosphere is divided into 50 homogeneous pressure layers all separated by

the same amount of air, and with a planetary albedo as the present day value

of 0.215 [Pollak et al., 1987℄. As a start the omposition of the atmosphere

is set to onsist of pure arbon dioxide with the intention of inluding water

vapour later on. The osine of the solar zenith angle is �xed at 0.5 to simulate

globally averaged onditions.

The spetrum is divided in a terrestrial (0 ≤ ν < 2600 cm−1
) and a solar

(2600 ≤ ν ≤ 30.000 cm−1
) region. Eah region is then further subdivided
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into setions (suh that the hange in Plank radiation an be negleted),

of 100 cm−1
and 200 cm−1

, respetively. The ut-o� is done at 30.000 cm−1

sine radiation beyond is ompletely transmitted through the atmosphere

without any absorption. As desribed in Chapter 4 the absorption oe�ient

is inluded via CKD, and inspired by Fu and Liou [1992℄ the κ-distribution

is approximated by 145 exponential terms. Eah term has been preomputed

and tabulated at 35 disrete pressure values ranging from log p = −1 to 5.8

equity spaed with ∆(log p) = 0.2, and for eah pressure level a temperature

range overing 75 � 275 K, by 50 K in between. The intermediate pressures

and temperatures are then interpolated from these tabulated values aording

to the desription in Setion 4.3.2.

Initially the atmosphere starts with a rough estimate of the equilibrium

temperature pro�le. The model then runs until the temperature has on-

verged into equilibrium. A simple �rst order forward Euler sheme is used

as time-stepping method:

Tn+1(z) = Tn(z) +
dTn(z)

dtn
∆t (5.1)

with the time step equal to 2 hours. Unfortunately, there were some un-

resolved issues whih prevented the model from onverging and ahieve a

realisti pro�le. Mainly it would beome numerially unstable even for small

time steps after some iterations. It was therefore not possible to ontinue

working with the model. And I regrettably found it neessary to abandon

my model, and instead onentrate on what results others have ahieved.

5.1 Model Improvements

So far only pure radiative equilibrium has been investigated. A further devel-

opment of the model would be to introdue onvetive transport of sensible

and latent heat �ux from the surfae into the atmosphere, i.e, onvetion. In
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brief an a hange in temperature, due to onvetion, be written as

ρcp
dT

dt
= −∂Fcon

∂z
=







ρcp
dz

dt
(Γ− Γc) for Γ > Γc

0 for Γ ≤ Γc

(5.2)

where Γ = − dT/ dz is the atmospheri lapse rate, and Γc represents a

modi�ation of the dry adiabati lapse rate due to the saturation spei�

humidity gradient. This adjustment of the dry adiabat is also known as

onvetive adjustment. A more thorough desription of onvetion an be

found in Ramanathan and Coakley Jr. [1978℄ and Liou [2002℄ and will not

be overed any further in this thesis.

Additionally, one ould inlude sattering proesses suh as Rayleigh and

Mie sattering into the ode. Rayleigh sattering is the theory of light being

sattered by small partiles, suh as atoms and moleules, in the atmosphere.

For larger partiles suh as droplets and aerosols the sattering is treated by

Mie sattering. The size parameter

x =
2πr

λ
(5.3)

is used to de�ne whih of the sattering proesses is employed. Here r is

the radius of the partile. For events with x ≪ 1, Rayleigh sattering is

onsidered, while for x & 1 the sattering is assoiated with Mie satter-

ing. Looking at the phase funtions

3

of Rayleigh and Mie sattering, shown

on Figure 5.1, it is lear that Mie sattering is haraterized by a strong

forward di�ration where Rayleigh sattering is mildly anisotropi with an

evenly strong sattering in a forward and bakward diretion as opposed to

the diretion perpendiular to the inident beam. The strength of Rayleigh

sattering is proportional to the partile density in the atmosphere, i.e., the

pressure. Therefore, an inrease in pressure will lead to more solar radiation

3

A funtion that desribes the angular distribution of light re�eted from a body.

The Phase funtion of Rayleigh sattering for inident unpolarized sunlight is given by

P (cosΘ) = 3

4
(1 + cos2 Θ). For Mie sattering P (cosΘ) ∝

∑N−1

l=0
Pl(cosΘ), where Pl are

the Legendre polynomials.
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Figure 5.1: The phase funtion for Rayleigh and Mie sattering.

being sattered bak into spae, and thereby prevent a temperature rise on

a planet suh as early Mars.

Sattering proesses will not be overed further. For a deeper disus-

sion on this subjet see for instane Liou [2002℄, Pierrehumbert [2010℄, or

Goody and Yung [1989℄.



CHAPTER 6

Disussion

In this hapter, will be a disussion of the resulsts ahived by others using

a onvetive-radiative model to reating a vertial temperature pro�le. The

�rst part will over the results based on the senario that Mars should be able

to sustain a surfae temperature above the freezing point of water, i.e., A

warm and wet Mars. Next a short note on the plausibility of A old and wet

Mars, a senario where liquid water was present at the surfae for sub-zero

temperatures.

6.1 A Warm and Wet Mars

Present day Mars is a old and barren, desolate planet. With a global av-

erage surfae pressure of about 7 hPa, and a surfae temperature of 212 K

it is nowhere lose to sustaining water in a liquid phase at the surfae. To-

day, Mars' atmosphere ontains 95% arbon dioxide whih ontributes to a

warming of the surfae of about 5 K. Even though the surfae temperature

near equator an reah temperatures of around 300 K during the day, the

low surfae pressure and the triple point of water at 6.11 hPa means that

water ie sublimed almost immediately leaving only little or no traes of liq-
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uid water. However, there are reordings of large amounts of liquid water,

released form near-surfae reservoirs, �owing on the surfae before freezing

into solid water [Pollak et al., 1987℄. Nevertheless, in order to explain the

numerous valley networks seen on the southern highlands, whih are presum-

ably formed by rivers of water [Colaprete and Toon, 2003℄, the onditions of

the atmosphere must previously have been very di�erent from today. Based

on geomorphi studies of large impat basins, and the fat that raters are

far more eroded prior to the formation of the Argyre basin (3.9 billion years

ago), Pollak et al. [1987℄ onludes that a more dense atmosphere must have

been present at the time. Given that today's Martian atmosphere is almost

pure CO2, it is likely that it also was the driving greenhouse gas of early

Mars. And given that H2O is thought to have been present in a liquid form

on the surfae at the time, water is assumed to have been present in the

atmosphere as well. Several other suggestions are greenhouse gasses suh as

ammonia, methane, sulphur dioxide, and dust, however, they have a short

residene time in the atmosphere due to UV photolysis hanging the into

partiles that are poor greenhouse gases [Kasting, 1991; Pollak et al., 1987℄.

In the following I will disuss others researh and �ndings by use of

radiative-onvetive (RC) models in searh for the possibility that liquid

water ould have existed on the surfae of Mars. The omplexity of RC

models have steadily inreased in order to aount for the di�erent radiative

proesses taking plae in an atmosphere.

6.1.1 A Simple Model

The simplest model of them all is a pure radiative-onvetive model, whih

Pollak et al. [1987℄ used to determine a vertial temperature pro�le and the

surfae temperature. Pollak et al. [1987℄ used their model to ompute the

surfae temperature for a wide range of surfae pressures with solar onstant

S as present day and one orresponding to the iluminosity the Sun had 3.9

billion years ago. The luminosity an be determine from the standard solar
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evolution model [Kasting, 1991℄

Seff (t) =
1

1 + 0.4(1− t/t0)
, (6.1)

where Seff = S/S⊙ is the e�etive solar onstant, t0 = 4.6 billion years, is

the present age of the sun, and t is the time sine formation of the Sun.

This implies that the luminosity of the Sun 3.9 billion years ago was only

0.75S⊙. Based on this, Pollak et al. [1987℄ alulated that in order to have

a surfae temperature at or above the freezing point of water the surfae

pressure would have to be at least 2.2 atm and 5.1 atm, respetively. Fur-

thermore, the temperature will keep rising along with an inrease of pressure.

And with a sattering oe�ient for arbon dioxide approximately 2.5 times

that of Earth air [Forget and Pierrehumbert, 1997℄ the planetary albedo via

Rayleigh sattering will ontribute signi�antly in re�eting the inoming

shortwave radiation. Even so the atmosphere in IR beomes opaque with

higher pressure whih prevents the esape of OLR to spae, trapping the

energy supplied by the Sun.

In Figure 6.1 vertial temperature pro�les are shown for an atmosphere

with a surfae pressure of 2 atm and an e�etive solar onstant of 0.75. From

this it is lear that the RC model by Pollak et al. [1987℄ has a large area

below the line where the atmosphere beomes saturated with CO2. This will

of ourse yield unphysial results in that part of the atmosphere due to the

fat, that when the atmosphere beomes saturated it will start to ondensate

and form arbon dioxide louds. While the temperature normally will follow

the moist adiabati lapse rate (dotted line on Figure 6.1) for CO2 as long as

the atmosphere is saturated, the lak of ondensation will result in a surfae

temperature that is higher than one would expet if the atmosphere was

allowed to ondensate. Given that the atmosphere attempts to maintain

a balane between the inoming and outgoing energy �ux, area with low

temperatures have to be ompensated with areas of higher temperatures

(i.e. an inrease of surfae temperature). If the temperature is kept high by

following the saturation temperature, the energy emitted from that layer is
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Figure 6.1: Temperature pro�les alulated by three radiative-onvetive (RC)

models. The model by Pollak et al. [1987℄ is a standard RC model and does

not treat arbon dioxide ondensation. The models by Kasting [1991℄ and

[Forget and Pierrehumbert, 1997℄ examined the e�ets of a CO2 loud on the RC

solution and found that they ould either warm or ool the planet depending on loud

harateristis. Calulations were done for 2 bars of CO2 and a solar luminosity

75% that of the urrent value. [Colaprete and Toon, 2003℄

higher and the surfae temperature will thus derease in order to keep the

balane.

6.1.2 Adding Condensation and Clouds

This was pointed out by Pollak et al. [1987℄ as a big unertainty in their

model. The model was later modi�ed by Kasting [1991℄ to inlude onden-

sation of CO2 and water vapour into louds. However, the full e�et of

introduing louds into the model is yet to be seen sine the sattering by
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Figure 6.2: Sequene of model alulations in whih the surfae temperature was

�xed at 273 K and surfae pressure was varied from 1 to 34.7 bars (the saturation

vapour pressure at that temperature): (a) Outgoing infrared �ux (FIR) and net

inident solar �ux (Fs) at the TOA, (b) planetary albedo, () e�etive solar �ux.

CO2 is inluded in these alulations. [Kasting, 1991℄

CO2 louds in the infrared spetrum is negleted. The results, nevertheless,

are learly di�erent in omparison to those produed by Pollak et al. [1987℄.

Comparing the results in Figure 6.1 it is evident that where the pure RC

model was unphysial, the modi�ed model now follows the saturation line

for CO2 for the same interval. Kasting [1991℄ found by varying the pressure

between 1 and 34.7 atm, with the surfae temperature �xed at 273 K, that

the lowest possible solution that ould sustain liquid water was Seff = 0.86

this an be seen in Figure 6.2. The net solar �ux is dereasing monotonially

aording to the inrease in pressure, hene the rise in planetary albedo (Fig-

ure 6.2b). The �attening of the OLR around 10 atm is due to the atmosphere
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beoming optially thik at most frequenies. The ombination of the solar

radiation with the OLR yields a minimum for the e�etive solar onstant

(Figure 6.2) around 5 atm. By inverting Equation (6.1) one �nds that the

luminosity orresponds to the intensity the Sun had 1.9 billions years ago.

No solution is possible prior to that date.

Kasting [1991℄ ends up onluding that Mars ould not have been kept

warm by the greenhouse e�et of a dense CO2 atmosphere alone. He, how-

ever, raises the question whether the result is due to the assumptions the

limate model is based on, i.e., by negleting IR sattering in the louds.

With a omparison of earthly irrus louds he noted that with high altitude

CO2 louds, whih perfetly absorbs IR, of optial depth unity and a 50%

frational loud over, it would be possible to lower the required insolartion

to 0.7S⊙.

The omparison was later rejeted by Forget and Pierrehumbert [1997℄

as CO2 ie louds do not share the same optial properties as water based

irrus louds on Earth. In the IR arbon dioxide ie is at least 500 times more

transparent than water ie whih makes it independent of height. With the

exeption near 667 cm−1
where the strong absorption band due to vibration

is loated. This leads to a ooling of the atmosphere sine the re�eted solar

radiation is unompensated for by the absorption in the IR.

Mishna et al. [2000℄, however, showed later on that the altitude of the loud

layer does have an e�et on surfae temperatures. Depending on the optial

thikness of the louds the e�et an either be warming or ooling the surfae.

Figure 6.3 illustrates the e�et on the surfae temperature with a hange in

altitude. A tropospheri loud will result in lower temperature ompared

with the no loud ase. But as the loud over is lifted the warming e�et

starts to kik in. An e�et whih will be elaborated on further down.
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Figure 6.3: The e�et for loud height on surfae warming for louds of four dif-

ferent optial depths, with ps = 2 bar. The upper dashed line represents the surfae

temperature for the loud-free ase (232 K), and the lower dashed line represents

the saturation of CO2 at 2 bar. In all instanes, louds provide the most warming

when high in the troposphere. [Mishna et al., 2000℄

6.1.3 Inluding IR Sattering

Forget and Pierrehumbert [1997℄, and later Mishna et al. [2000℄

4

, followed

up on Kasting [1991℄ studies and one more improved the radiative-onvetive

model

5

to take into aount the sattering by CO2 louds in the IR (i.e. sat-

4

Mishnan et al. only did a few minor hanges ompared to the model made by Forget

and Pierrehumbert. One thing was replaing the band model approximation with a CKD

in order to better inlude IR sattering.

5

The RC model is basially the same as that originally used by Pollak et al. [1987℄

(reated by Kasting [1984℄), just modi�ed by adding more physis.
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tering by the CO2 ie partiles the louds are made of). By examining the

partile size of the ie rystals whih onstitute the louds Forget and Pierrehumbert

[1997℄ onluded that partiles only a few mirons would be almost transpar-

ent. However, one would expet larger partiles in CO2 ie louds. Carbon

dioxide ie rystals in the Martian atmosphere an grow to sizes having radii

> 500 µm. Forget and Pierrehumbert [1997℄ did their studies with a more

modest rystal size of 10 µm. The atual size depends on many parameters

suh as the growth rate and sedimentation rate. CO2 rystals will, as they

grow in size, satter more IR, and at a given size baksattering beomes

more predominant than the transmitted radiation, hene a heating of the

troposphere and surfae will start [Colaprete and Toon, 2003℄.

Both [Mishna et al., 2000℄ and [Forget and Pierrehumbert, 1997℄ found

that an atmosphere with a surfae pressure of 2 atm and with a loud over

having optial thikness τ = 10, would have a surfae temperature of 292 K

- well above the freezing point of water (See Figure 6.1). In fat a pressure of

only 0.3 atm with an average rystal size of 50 µm would be enough to main-

tain liquid water on the surfae. It is even possible with τ = 1, but a higher

pressure would then be required. By inreasing the opaity of the louds even

further the surfae will begin to ool. The explanation is that when the loud

beomes too optially thik the outgoing �ux reahes a limit orresponding

to the net thermal radiation for the atmosphere above the loud, plus emis-

sion from the loud itself. The IR below the loud is either baksattered

or absorbed by the loud. The planetary albedo will nonetheless ontinue

to inrease and re�et more and more of the inoming radiation. At some

point the transmitted insolation beomes so small that this balane an not

be sustained whih will ause a ooling e�et. In Figure 6.4 is pitured the

temperature struture for an atmosphere with varying optial depth alu-

lated by Mishna et al. [2000℄. The highest surfae temperature is ahieved

with a loud thikness of τ = 10. For opaities greater than 10 the surfae

begins to ool.

Until now the three studies that have inluded ondensation of CO2 and
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Figure 6.4: Temperature pro�les for �ve di�erent loud opaities, ranging from

ould-free (τ = 0) to τ = 50. In all ase, the loud is plaed in the topmost

region of the troposphere, as indiated between the two dashed lines. Ps = 2 bar.

[Mishna et al., 2000℄

loud over have all been with a 100% loud over. Common for them are

that they have all disussed the possibility that only a fration of the sky

is overed. The general agreement is that a omplete lear sky will not

be feasible due to the fat that it is the primary atmospheri onstituent

ondensation. In ontrast Kasting [1991℄ writes that a frationated loud

over would result in a net surfae heating. He also opens up to the possibility

that a partial loud over ould ause a warming of the surfae, and that

arbon dioxide louds should be almost pure satters. An argument whih

is supported by both Mishna et al. [2000℄ and Forget and Pierrehumbert

[1997℄. A redution of loud over will have a negative impat on the surfae

temperature in the range of 20�40 K for louds with an opaity of 10. To
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fully understand the proess a 3D limate model will be needed in order to

resolve the omplexity of the assoiated louds.

Colaprete and Toon [2003℄ inluded a loud miro physis model into the

RC-model to simulate the formation and destrution of CO2 louds over

time. They showed in onsistene with previous results that the formation of

CO2 louds would lead to a warming of the surfae and the atmosphere as a

whole. However, with a warmer atmosphere, louds will start to evaporate,

hene a derease in temperature will happen. This results in a self-limiting

surfae-atmosphere system with an average optial depth of a mere τ = 1

and a surfae temperature around 245 K for a 2 bar atmosphere. Well below

the freezing point of water.

6.2 Cold Mars Hypothesis

It was suggested by Kasting [1991℄ that the hannels, anyons, and riverbeds

ould have been arved by other liquids than water. Instead there is the

possibility that a old Mars ould have had liquid CO2 on the surfae. The

triple point of CO2 is about 5.1 atm and 216.5 K, so if early Mars have had an

atmosphere denser than 5.1 atm this possibility should not be ruled. Studies

show that for these onditions to be satis�ed, it requires an e�etive solar

onstant around 0.8S⊙. This was obviously not the ase 3.9 billion years

ago. Kasting [1991℄ suggested that if the mass of the Sun was inreased to

1.02M⊙ the luminosity would be enough to raise the e�etive solar onstant

to 0.86. The possibility that the Sun's mass should have been larger does

not, however, math urrent star models and geologial �ndings on Earth.

A more dense Sun would, in its early years, have burned brighter, and with

an assoiated stronger solar wind the extra mass would have been blown o�

within the �rst 4-600 million years (U�e Grå Jørensen, private ommunia-

tion).

Another senario is that Mars ould have had an ative water yle in
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a old limate with sub-zero surfae temperatures. Liquid water ould have

been present i suh at the surfae in a brine solution. This allows for the

melting point of water to be lowered suh that even surfae temperatures

below 273 K ould sustain liquid water. Solutions in ombination with min-

erals whih are presumed to have been present on early Mars, ould have

been Na2SO4+NaCl+H2O and K2SO2+KCl+H2O with a melting point of

251 K and 261 K, respetively [Fairén, 2010℄. As disussed in the previous

setion an atmosphere with a pressure of 2 atm would on average have a

surfae temperature around 245 K and likely even higher near the equator.

It might therefor be possible to have liquid water at the surfae even with a

faint sun and a ombination of a dense atmosphere and a brine solution of

water.
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CHAPTER 7

Conlusion

The purpose of this thesis have been to investigate whether it was possible

for early Mars to have a surfae temperature high enough to sustain an ative

water yle based on a radiative-onvetive balane.

In suh a model the greenhouse gases play a signi�ant role in raising and

maintaining a higher surfae temperature than that of a planet in radiative

equilibrium with its sun alone. It has been shown that determining the ab-

sorption oe�ient assoiated with a greenhouse gas is, by using diret line

parameter as input in the LBL, a omputational heavy task. However, by

introduing the orrelated κ-distribution the absorption oe�ient an, over

an interval ∆ν, be omputed with only a few exponential terms and still

ahieve a high order of auray. Even when the absorption oe�ient is

interpolated in pressure between some pre-tabulated values the largest error

is only about 5% and is loated near the narrow line enter for pressure levels

separated by ∆(log p) = 0.2. Furthermore, the errors generated by tempera-

ture interpolation are so small that they generally an by negleted.

An attempt was made to develop a radiative-onvetive model to simu-

late a CO2 rih atmosphere of early Mars. This was, however, not possible

71
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due to unresolved hallenges whih prevented the model from onverging. It

was therefor neessary to abandon the projet and fous on the results from

similar models.

Based on a pure RC model for early Mars it would require a surfae

pressure around 5 bar before the greenhouse e�et is so large that the planet

is able to sustain liquid water on the surfae. However, at suh a high pressure

the atmosphere will beome supersaturated and will begin to ondensate

whih the model does not take into aount. This results in an area with

arti�ial low temperatures. In order to maintain radiative balane for the

planet this will in turn lead to an inrease in surfae temperature.

A new model was set up that inluded ondensation and a loud layer by

Kasting [1991℄. This orreted the areas with too low temperatures suh that

the temperature instead would follow the saturation temperature for CO2 in

those areas. This improvement resulted in the onlusion that no Martian

atmosphere prior to 1.9 billions years ago ould have maintained a surfae

temperature above the freezing point. The solar luminosity needed would

have to be at least 0.86S⊙, whih was not the ase for early Mars. 3.9 billion

year ago the e�etive solar onstant was about 0.75S⊙.

The model was further improved by Forget and Pierrehumbert [1997℄ and

Mishna et al. [2000℄ to allow sattering from the CO2 louds in the IR spe-

trum. This resulted in a surfae temperature of 292 K for a 2 bar Martian

atmosphere whih was warm enough to sustain liquid water. However, these

alulations have been done with a stati 100% loud over. By inluding

loud physis in the model the surfae-atmosphere system will beome self-

limiting and result in a surfae temperature around 245 K with a surfae

pressure of 2 bar.

Radiative equilibrium alone does not seem to be enough to sustain an

ative water yle on early Mars. But with the aid of dissolved minerals in

the water, lowering the melting point, it is likely that there have been liquid
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water on the surfae on Mars in the Noahian epoh.
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APPENDIXA

Infrared Absorption Coe�ient for CO2

and O3

The �gures below show the full infrared absorption oe�ient spetrum for

CO2 and O3.
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Figure A.1: Infrared absorption oe�ient spetrum for CO2 at p = 500 mb and

T = 300 K, with a onentration of 100 %
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Figure A.2: Infrared absorption oe�ient spetrum for O3 at p = 500 mb and

T = 300 K, with a onentration of 100 %
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